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Bangladesh
Tamim Iqbal c Vince b Rashid 45
Imrul Kayes c Sub b Stokes 46
Sabbir Rahman c Buttler Rashid 49
Mahmudullah c Bairstow b Rashid 6
Mushfiqur Rahim not out 67
Shakib Al Hasan St Buttler b Ali 4
Nasir Hossain c Vince b Rashid 4
Mosaddek Hossain not out 38
Extras (b4, lb3 w11) 18
Total (six wickets, 50 overs) 277
Fall of wickets: 1-80 (Kayes) 2-106 (Tamim), 3-122
(Mahmudullah), 4-176 (Sabbir), 5-184 ( Shakib), 6-192 (
Nasir)
Did not bat: Mashrafe Mortaza, Shafiul Islam, Taskin
Ahmed  
Bowling: Woakes 8-0-66-0 (w2), Ball 8-0-44-0, Plunkett 9-
0-51-0 (w2), Ali 10-0-42-1 (w1), Stokes 5-0-24-1 (w4),
Rashid 10-0-43-4 (w2)

England
J. Vince lbw b Nasir 32
S. Billings c Kayes b Mosaddek 62
B. Duckett c Rahim b Shafiul 63
J. Bairstow b Shafiul 15
B. Stokes not out 47
J. Buttler b Mortaza 25
M. Ali c Mahmudullah b Mortaza 1
C. Woakes not out 27
Extras (w6) 6
Total (six wickets, 47.5 overs) 278
Fall of wickets: 1-63 (Vince), 2-127 (Billings), 3-172
(Bairstow), 4-179 
(Duckett), 5-227 (Buttler), 6-236 (Ali)
Did not bat: A. Rashid, L. Plunkett, J. Ball
Bowling: Mortaza 10-1-51-2, Shafiul 9.5-0-61-2 (w3),
Shakib 8-0-45-0 (w1), Taskin 9-0-46-0 (w1), Nasir 7-0-53-1
(w1), Mosaddek 4-0-22-1
Result: England won by four wickets.

SCOREBOARD 
CHITTAGONG, Bangladesh: Scoreboard of the third one-day inter-
national between Bangladesh and England at Zahur Ahmed
Chowdhury Stadium in Chittagong yesterday.

SYDNEY:  Australian cricketer Sean
Abbott was left upset and dazed for days
after he bowled the ball which fatally
injured batsman Phillip Hughes, a coro-
ner’s inquest has been told.

Abbott, now aged 24, wrote in a state-
ment released yesterday that he had
always looked up to Hughes, and had run
to the batsman and held his head as he
lay on the pitch at the Sydney Cricket
Ground.

“Once in the changeroom I felt con-
fused and upset, I had a headache, peo-
ple kept coming up to me but I cannot

remember what they said,” Abbott said.
“It was all a bit of a blur and I felt like I

was in a bit of a daze. I felt super tired.
These feelings stayed with me for the
next few days.” Hughes, 25, died two days
after the rising delivery hit him in the
neck during a domestic Sheffield Shield
match between New South Wales and
South Australia in November 2014.

The blow caused a bleed on the brain
from which death was likely “inevitable”,
the inquest has been told. The inquest, in
which the coroner is examining the man-
ner of Hughes’ death and can make rec-

ommendations to improve safety, has
looked into whether he had been target-
ed with short balls or “sledged” with
unsettling comments from opponents.

Questions have been raised about
whether Hughes was told by one of the
bowlers, “I am going to kill you”, but
Abbott said he did not recall any such
backchat. “I felt the game that day was
being played within the laws and spirit of
cricket,” he said. Abbott said Hughes had
been “a bit early through the shot” when
he took the delivery, which made him
think that the ball had been travelling

slower than the batsman had anticipated.
“I don’t remember the ball being fast or
slow. Maybe the wicket was a little bit
slower that day. That’s the type of wicket
at the SCG,” he said.

Abbott, who has not been called to
appear at the inquest, said he had avoid-
ed watching the distressing video of the
incident but stressed there would always
be risks in the game. 

“I know there has been a suggestion
that the laws of the game be changed so
that bouncers should not be bowled, but
the same cricket ball will be hit and flying

around whether bouncers are bowled or
not,” he said.  In his statement, Australian
vice-captain David Warner said Hughes
had been one of his “closest mates” and
he missed him every day. But he said he
could not think of any way that a similar
freak accident could be completely
avoided. “I don’t think a helmet could
protect where Phil was hit and still allow
a batsman to move his head properly or
face up properly,” he said. The inquest is
due to finish tomorrow. The coroner’s
findings may come then, but it could
take weeks. — AFP

Bowler left dazed by fatal delivery to Hughes

CHITTAGONG: England’s cricket players pose for a group photograph with the winner’s trophy for their series against Bangladesh after the third one-day international crick-
et match in Chittagong, Bangladesh, yesterday. — AP

CHITTAGONG: England’s Chris Woakes hit
a six off Shafiul Islam to seal a series-clinch-
ing four-wicket victory in the third and final
one-day international against Bangladesh
yesterday.

Sam Billings justified his selection with
his maiden fifty and Ben Duckett registered
his second half-century of the series but it
was Ben Stokes’ unbeaten 47 off 48 balls
that helped England pull off a tricky 278-run
chase with 13 balls to spare.

Put into bat in Chittagong, Bangladesh

had posted a strong 277-6 on the back of a
string of top order cameos and Mushfiqur
Rahim’s unbeaten 67 down the order.

The 2-1 ODI series defeat was
Bangladesh’s first at home in two years.
England’s chase got off to a good start
before Nasir Hossain dismissed James Vince
for 32. Having added 63 runs with Vince,
Billings added another 64 with Duckett, the
duo helping themselves to fluent half-cen-
turies in the process.

At 227-4 in the 41st over, England looked

heavy favourites but Mashrafe Mortaza
struck twice, dismissing England captain Jos
Buttler (25) and Moeen Ali (one) in quick
succession to inject fresh excitement into
the contest.

Stokes, however, maintained his compo-
sure and hit two sixes and a boundary while
running hard between the wickets to keep
England on course. Woakes proved a worthy
partner as the duo added 42 runs in 32 balls
to seal the victory.

Earlier, Buttler won the toss and decided

to field but had to wait until the 19th over
for a breakthrough.

Tamim Iqbal (45) and Imrul Kayes (46)
added 80 runs for the opening stand before
the guile of Adil Rashid (4-43), combined
with some poor shot selection by the home
batsmen, pegged back Bangladesh.

After Stokes sent back Kayes, Rashid dis-
missed Tamim, who became the first
Bangladesh batsman to reach 5000 ODI
runs, with a short and wide delivery.

Mahmudullah opened his account with a

six off the leg-spinner but Rashid had the
last laugh as the batsman drove a long-hop
to short cover.

Sabbir Rahman (49) could not bring up
his fifty either, becoming Rashid’s third vic-
tim as Bangladesh lost momentum.

Mushfiqur and Mosaddek Hossain (38
not out) enjoyed a busy seventh wicket
partnership that yielded 85 runs to take the
hosts past the 275-mark. The teams now
face off in a two-test series starting in
Chittagong on Oct 20. —  Reuters

England win ODI series to end Bangladesh’s home run

NEW DELHI: Ravichandran Ashwin regained his number
one spot in the bowling world rankings yesterday after his
career-best performance in the final Test against New
Zealand spurred India to a series whitewash.

The lanky spinner leapfrogged South African pacer Dale
Steyn and England’s Jimmy Anderson at the top of the
International Cricket Council rankings in an update
released a day after he recorded match figures of 13-140.

The 30-year-old Ashwin was also named man of the
series after India’s 321-run triumph over the Black Caps in
the third and final match in Indore which cemented the
hosts’ position as the number one Test team.

He took 27 wickets in the course of the three-match
series, including figures of seven for 59 in New Zealand’s
second innings in Indore.

Ashwin last topped the chart in July and is also the top-
ranked allrounder thanks in part to his stellar performances
with the bat during India’s recent tour of the West Indies,
where he scored two centuries.

While Australian skipper Steve Smith remained at the
top of the batting rankings, Ajinkya Rahane’s career best
188 in Indore saw the right-handed Indian batsman move
up five places to sixth in the chart. —AFP

CAPE TOWN: Australia’s David Warner makes a run
during their 5th One Day International cricket match
against South Africa in Cape Town, South Africa, yes-
terday. —AP

Ashwin regains 
bowling top spot

SIALKOT: As cricket stages its second day-
night Test this week, factory workers in
Pakistan will be among the avid television
viewers-they might even have made the
innovative pink balls being used by their
heroes. Pakistan host West Indies in Dubai
in a five-day/night Test featuring the pink
ball, starting today.  It is a match that will
be closely followed in Sialkot, the city that
is the country’s sports manufacturing hub.

Pakistan’s sports goods industry is posi-
tioning itself to be the top supplier of the
new pink balls aimed at dragging the tra-
ditional format-the five-day game-into the
21st century.

“We are probably making 15,000 to
20,000 pink balls per year. The numbers of
pink balls are growing,” said Khawar Anwar
Khawaja, chief executive of Grays of
Cambridge, who have been making crick-
et balls since 1953.

The high visibility balls made their Test
debut last year when Australia played
New Zealand in Adelaide, to mixed
reviews. But cricket’s bosses are commit-
ted to increasing the number of day/night
Tests as they bid to reverse the trend of
falling attendances.

After years of trials, the governing body
have plumped for pink to replace tradi-
tional red under lights, as it is visible
against both dark skies and the traditional
Test-match white kits. Two major factories
and dozens of small units in Sialkot are on
the case.

NEW COLOUR, OLD FORMAT 
“Last year we produced about 120,000

cricket balls (all colours), but our demand
is growing. We hope to do this year mini-
mum hopefully around 150,000 balls,”
Khawaja added, beaming with pride as his
workers stitched the balls by hand behind
him. Test cricket is the sport’s longest for-
mat with matches that despite being
scheduled for five days of play, can still
end in a draw. 

With breaks for lunch and tea, Tests
evoke a bygone era and are losing sup-
port to the  modern, shortest, form of the
game, Twenty20.

The high-octane Twenty20 matches
last around three hours, feature coloured
kits, live performances, loud music and

cheerleaders. The first ever Test match was
played in 1877 between England and
Australia. 

Outside of these two countries and
India, filling stadiums across five days and
attracting advertisers has increasingly
become a problem.

Pakistan in particular has suffered
because it has been forced to play its
home fixtures in neutral venues such as
the United Arab Emirates since militants
attacked the touring Sri Lanka team’s bus
in Lahore in 2009. 

Misbah-ul-Haq, Pakistan’s celebrated
captain who last month took them to
number one in the rankings, is a firm
believer that the “future belongs to night
Tests”. “Since the game is played for the
fans and for the audience, this night crick-
et is the future and it’s definitely good for
cricket,” he told reporters last week.

Proud history
The history of sports goods manufac-

turing in Sialkot dates back to the 19th
century when locals first began to pro-
duce footballs for the British army, then
the occupying power.

Today, the city’s sports exports are
worth $900 million annually, according to
official figures, and have supplied balls for
international competitions such as 2014
FIFA World Cup.

Established in 1953, Grays of
Cambridge is Pakistan’s premier brand
and produces red, white, pink and orange
balls for the leading markets in Australia
and England for top international brands
such as Dukes and Gray-Nicolls.

And local manufacturers expect a del-
uge of orders.

“We have been producing pink for the
last seven (or) eight years and exporting
them to mainly Australia and to England
as well,” said Khawaja. Cricket balls, weigh-
ing between 142 to 163 grams depending
on the category are sold for between $4
and $25. They are stitched from four

leather pieces which are converted into
two round shaped cups after colouring
the raw leather-usually from cattle-and
moulding it on machines, before the final
stitching by hand or machine. 

The balls are then wrapped in crystal
polythene covers and packed in hard-
board boxes-ready to be shipped over-
seas. The use of pink balls has been tri-
alled by some domestic leagues, but has
had its share of teething problems. 

Both the Australian and New Zealand
teams complained about the pink ball’s
ability to swing (move in the air) and that
it became too soft too soon, making it
harder for batsmen to score runs.

Misbah, however, said players would
adapt to the conditions in time. “Since the
game is played for the fans and for the
audience, this night cricket is the future
and it’s definitely good for cricket,” he said. 

“The more frequently we play under
lights, it will give more exposure and allow
players to get used to it.”— AFP

Future looks pink for Pakistan’s ball-makers

SIALKOT: In this photograph taken on May 27, 2016, Chief Executive of ‘Grays of Cambridge’, Khawar Anwar Khawaja inspects
a pink cricket ball at the factory in Sialkot. Pakistan’s sports goods industry is positioning itself to be the prime manufacturer
of pink cricket balls — a high-visibility alternative for use in day-night Test matches aimed at dragging the game into the 21st
century.— AFP


